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8
WELCOME TO QUEERTOPIA

Be the Unicorn You Want to See in the World
Mic1 shuffled their feet as they made their way from the waiting room to my office, head
down, concentrating on their phone. Tara and Jackson, Mic’s mom and dad, followed.
After everyone sat down and Mic tucked away their phone, Mic sighed and said to me,
“Remember when we talked about what would happen if the gender unicorn came and made
all the stupid gender rules and stuff go away?”
“Yup, I do,” I said. “What’s got you thinking about that?”
“Well, I was just thinking it would be cool if that would happen. I mean, the gender stuff
changing. Not the unicorn, necessarily.”
“Yeah, it’d be cool,” I said.
Mic had recently been feeling more confident and supported in their queerness. Along with
other students from their school, Mic had co-led a workshop on gender non-binary identities
at a queer youth conference. Mic had told me, “I made my principal read books about what
non-binary is. Now she gets it.” But today, Mic looked sadder than I had seen them look in
a while.
“Mic,” I said, “you seem super bummed out. Can you tell me a little bit about what’s
going on?”
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With some help from Tara and Jackson, Mic told the story of a painful experience at
school, in which some students made transphobic comments and intentionally mis-gendered
Mic. Mic explained that the students made a point of telling their class that “President Trump
doesn’t think trans people are OK.” This occurred during a classroom discussion of current
events centered on so-called “bathroom bills.2”
“It’s like I’m doing pretty good myself,” Mic said, “but I got really down thinking about
how many people are against us. I mean, trying to keep people from going to the bathroom
is just mean and transphobic.”
I asked, “Has thinking about the people who are against you got you forgetting about the
people who are for you?”
“Not really. I mean, I know people support me….I’m thinking about other trans or
non-binary kids who don’t have people for them. It makes me really sad. And I’m mad, too,
because it’s not right.”
I watched tears well up in Tara’s eyes. Jackson put his arm around Mic, who leaned into
him.
I was touched, too. “Mic, is that kind of a new thing for you, thinking about other trans
and non-binary kids, or have you been thinking about them for a while?”
“Kinda both, but mostly new. I feel like, since I came out and I’m able to be myself, and
since people support me, I should help others.” Now tears welled up in Mic’s eyes, too.
“So, you’re saying that, now that you feel supported, you want to help other trans kids
feel supported, too?”
Mic nodded as tears rolled down their face.
“Do you have some ideas about what you want to do to help?”
“That’s the thing….It seems impossible, and that’s why I’m depressed about it. I want to
stick up for others, but…” Mic’s words trailed off into a cloud of uncertainty.
I asked, “I’m wondering who’s inspired you, or taught you that sticking up for others is
a thing to do?”
Mic laughed, wiped their face, and said, “Um, have you even met my parents?”
We all laughed. Tara was a labor organizer and Jackson was a public defender. Mic had
told me stories in previous conversations about “how they never stop talking about having to
think past ourselves and to speak out if something isn’t right.”
“You know, Mic,” Tara said, “it may be true that Dad and I have taught you to stick up
for others, but you have a big heart. That’s yours, the way you feel deeply for others.” Jackson
nodded in agreement as he gave Mic a squeeze.
Mic nodded. “I know, but what good is a big heart if I can’t do anything besides yell at
bullies? It doesn’t change anything.” Then they returned to their story from the class discussion. Mic said that they spoke up in response to the comment that President Trump didn’t
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think trans people were OK. “I told them, ‘Trump lost the popular vote, so most people don’t
think he’s OK’!” Mic said that it felt good at the time to speak up. But they wondered what
actual good it did. They said that they didn’t have any ideas about what else to do about the
problems for trans kids.
I asked Mic if I could ask their parents some questions. They agreed.
I asked Jackson and Tara—two people with experience as organizers and activists—
what ideas they had about how to sustain hope and act in the face of systemic injustice.
We had a somewhat philosophical conversation about sticking to your principles and doing
the right thing—even if it doesn’t seem to change things—because it says something
about what matters to you. Then I asked them about specific examples of taking action on
their principles.
“Well, you know,” Tara said, “we’ve told Mic that there’s an event this weekend to show
support for trans people. Jackson and I are planning on going…”
Mic interrupted, “I know, I know…but what’s it going to CHANGE?”
I asked, “You mean the one this Sunday on Lake Street? Yeah, I’m going, along with a
whole crew of people.”
Mic’s eyes grew wide. “You ARE?”
“Yeah, it’s in my calendar. And I’ve got a group of friends I’m going with. Mic, do you
have some concerns about the action, like reasons why it’s not a good idea?”
“I don’t know….I guess I don’t have a really good reason not to…” I could tell that Mic
was thinking.
Jackson said to Mic, “I know you’ve been feeling really mad, and like standing on the
street with signs in Minneapolis isn’t going to help trans kids in North Carolina go to the
bathroom….I think you don’t want to do anything that’s like a token, something meaningless.” Mic nodded.
“Your mom and I respect that,” Jackson said. “If it doesn’t have meaning for you, it’s OK;
we’d never make you go. It was just an idea, something happening that we can do.”
Mic looked at me and asked, “How come you’re going?”
The upcoming action would involve people lining up on the sidewalks along both sides
of one of Minneapolis’ busiest and longest streets. Most of us would carry signs of support
for transgender people. We would wave at cars and try to get people to wave back and honk
their horns in solidarity (or at least approval). I told Mic that this would be a way for trans
people and their accomplices to take up space, exercise their collective voice, and not allow
haters to silence them or force them to stay hidden at home. Then I asked them to imagine
people crammed on the sidewalk along a busy street for five miles, holding signs with supportive messages, many of them wearing rainbow-y clothes, and creating a super-queer,
trans-welcoming vibe.
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Mic laughed. “You make it sound like the gender unicorn will be there, and that it’ll all
be perfect.”
“Ha!” I said. “So, when you think about that, it gets you thinking about the Queertopia
you imagined the unicorn would bring?”
“Yeah! Like, everyone can be who they are without being judged. And then, when other
people see that, like, even on social media, if a trans kid in North Carolina, or wherever, sees
pictures, they may not feel so alone, knowing people are sticking up for them in Minneapolis.
Then maybe they’ll do something, and other people will see that, and do something, and it
keeps going,”
Before I could respond, Mic sat upright on the edge of the loveseat. “Hey!” they exclaimed,
“I think WE are the unicorn!”

The Audacity of Queerness
In the face of today’s global resurgence of white nationalism and the
escalation of violence against marginalized peoples, the challenge—
and importance—of storying queer resistance goes beyond the therapy
room. It requires more from us than just queering our practice by diagnosing discourses and asking response-based questions.
Resisting the marginalization and oppression of queer and trans people and their families requires our constant attention to, and participation in, the world around us. Queer ethics demand that we become part
of the fabric of the communities we work with. Indeed, the practice of
queer theory-informed narrative therapy calls on us to embody a particular
worldview, not just take up a set of techniques. When we leave our therapy offices, we don’t stop asking questions; we don’t stop interrogating
power relations; and we don’t stop deconstructing discourses. We have
to take a stand. We have to have skin in the game. We have to be the unicorn.
This means working toward transformational change—that is, change
that upends and transforms the existing rules, structures, and assumptions
that maintain dominating systems and worldviews. Transformational change
is also known as second-order change.
First-order change—that is, non-transformational change—offers
modifications or adjustments within a particular context. For example,
when a school establishes “safe spaces” and identifies “safe staff” for
queer and trans students, but does not work to expose and dismantle the culture of homophobia, heteronormativity, transphobia, and
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cisnormativity that makes these spaces necessary—that is a first-order
change. First-order change offers band-aids for bullet wounds: it may
stop the bleeding and slow down the infection, but it doesn’t change the
culture behind the gunshot. First-order change involves new responses
that nevertheless maintain (or allow) the same system within which we
respond.
Transformational or second-order change involves the audacity to
hope beyond what we know and believe, and to see past what is…to what
could be. Thus, in the above example, instead of asking how schools can
protect queer and trans students from the risks of homophobia, etc., we
might instead ask: How can we create safe and welcoming learning communities that
see and hear all students, by working to make homophobia and transphobia things of the
past? This means that we also ask questions that move our attention (and
action) from individuals and relationships to the discursive contexts that
shape them.
Below are some more examples:
••

••

••

Instead of asking How do we support parents of queer youth when their children
come out? we might ask, How do we create a world where parents understand that
all sexual orientations and gender identities are emergent, fluid dimensions of peoples’
experiences, thus eliminating the need to “come out”?
Instead of asking, How can we increase the capacity of trans-competent therapists to write letters for gender confirmation services? we might ask, How do we
de-medicalize, de-pathologize, and un-diagnose gender so that trans people have the
authority to request and consent to the care they want, without getting permission
slips from therapists or physicians? How do we provide and ensure health care for
everyone?
Instead of asking, What therapeutic practices can we use to help queer and trans
people who are struggling with suicide stay safe? we might ask, What oppressive
discourses and institutions must we dismantle so that no queer or trans person—or
anyone else—feels that their life needs to end because of them?

These questions, and their possible answers, reflect what critical pedagogue Jeffrey Duncan-Andrade (2009) calls audacious hope. This is opposed
to false hope,3 which is premised on individualism. Audacious hope
requires us to imagine beyond the bounds of what we think is possible—
but what is nevertheless necessary—for us to be truly free. According to
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Duncan-Andrade, audacious hope “demands that we reconnect to the
collective by struggling alongside one another, sharing in the victories
and the pain” (p. 190).
Reconnecting to the collective demands that we erase many of the
lines we draw between ourselves and others. Duncan-Andrade insists
that there is no such thing as what Delpit (1995) refers to as “other people’s children.” In working with our therapy clients, we can erase many
of these lines by queering conventional notions of therapy, therapists,
and their relationships with clients.
Queering requires audacity. In this instance, it’s the audacity to refuse
the dehumanization of relationally distant and technique-centric therapy
practices. It’s also the audacity to co-create radical belonging with the
people who consult us.
Queering also requires action. Like other critical liberatory educators before him (e.g., Freire, 1970, 1992; hooks, 1994, 2003), DuncanAndrade is clear that hope requires action to be meaningful.
Let me add that hope, like queer, is at its best as a verb. Hoping leads to
doing, and doing inspires and sustains hoping. Hoping is a praxis.
Think about Mic: they were feeling rather hope-less, until they saw
the audacity (and queerness) of the planned community action. Once
Mic saw the action as meaningful, their hope was re-invigorated; and, as
Mic reconnected with hope, they felt inspired to act. Doing and hoping,
hoping and doing….
Mic stepped into the praxis of hop(ing) because: (1) they saw a connection between themselves and trans youth in North Carolina (connection to the collective), (2) they resonated with the audacious queerness
and queer audacity of the community response, and (3) they saw beyond
what was to what was possible.
This may seem like hoping for Utopia (or Queertopia, as Mic and
I called it in our conversations). Yet queerness is more than just audacious. Munoz (2009) contends that queerness is Utopian, and that “there
is something queer about the utopian” (p. 170). Invoking the social poetics of possibility, Munoz tells us that “(q)ueerness is that thing that lets
us feel that this world is not enough, that indeed something is missing”
(p. 1).
Isn’t that what hope is—an envisioning of, and reaching for, something other than what we are offered? For queer and trans people—as
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well as for all marginalized and oppressed people—imagining, hoping
for, and working toward “something missing” are often literally a matter
of life or death.
This is not an either/or proposition. I am not suggesting that we no
longer work with parents when their children come out, or that we stop
preparing more therapists to support trans people’s pursuit of gender
care. As long as those are needs, we must meet them. I am, however,
advocating that we refuse to be satisfied with only meeting these needs,
and that we ask different questions in order to make new, unique pathways possible.
We need to ask ourselves if it’s enough if what we do simply maintains
the status quo. That is, is it good enough if we help queer and trans people
feel happier in a world where anti-queer and trans bias and violence
are common? Is it good enough to train more therapists to write letters
for trans people to get the medical services they need, while the system
of expert-knows-best gatekeeping continues, and insurance companies
increasingly call the shots? Queer theory, narrative therapy, and relational ethics teach me that it’s not.
Taking these teachings to heart means that we persistently and queerly
hope with audacity; that we imagine beyond what we’re told is possible;
and that we work to actively dismantle the discourses and systems that
desperately try to keep things the same. And that is the critical part:
audaciously hoping and queering are not merely aspirational abstractions; Munoz (2009) insists that “queerness…is not simply a being but
a doing for and toward the future.” Queerness rejects the here and now
and demands the “concrete possibility of another world” (p. 1). This is
core to the project of audacious hope and queerness: you have to believe
it to make it something you can see, and you have to construct stories
that you want to live.

The Road to Queertopia Is Paved with
Dangerous Ideas
The project of storying queer resistance took a dramatic turn following the
2016 election. The very day after Donald Trump was declared the winner
of the presidential race, much more palpable fear, despair, and desperation walked into my office with my clients. In the first several months
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after the election, I regularly had to do my own gut check to figure out
where the fear, despair, and desperation that I was feeling started and
ended, and where the fear, despair, and desperation gripping my clients
began. All too often, this gut check revealed a concentric circle. As I write
this chapter, roughly three and a half years since that fateful November
night, I wouldn’t say that my clients’ responses have calmed or lessened. I
would say, however, that people are also now angry—righteously raging—at
the assaults on their dignity, and sometimes their lives. Together, we are
leveraging that rage and honoring it as a declaration of dignity. We are
protesting injustices that are baked into a system designed to oppress.
Storying queer resistance requires that we have a clear view of what
we are constructing stories in resistance to. This involves having an awareness of the local, state, and federal political climate, and of the laws that
impact queer and trans people in a variety of areas, including:
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Employment
Child welfare
Housing
Adoption
Conversion therapy
School bullying
Trans student athletes
Hate crimes
Gender markers on identification documents
Public accommodations
Education
Transgender health care
Minor consent to treatment.

Depending on your local jurisdiction, queer and trans people may experience varying degrees of legal discrimination.4 It is incumbent on us as therapists to know not only the laws in our localities, but also where to refer
people for legal support and advocacy. We also must see past our practice
and work to transform the social and political landscape.
This is an ethical matter. If we understand that problems are located
in the social world of discourse, and that people’s personal narratives are
influenced by this world, we must attend to what happens on this level.
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As we’ve seen, queering our practice involves disrupting conventional
ideas of professionalism and the limits of practice. Given the current
urgency of our clients’ situations, this is no time to be constrained by
conventions. We need to traffic in dangerous ideas.
Dangerous ideas. These are the stones that pave the path to Queertopia.
Dangerous ideas are both the map and the compass pointing to a new
queer—and queering—territory. Dangerous ideas are the stuff of Mic’s
notion that people lining the streets of Minneapolis could change the
conditions for trans people in North Carolina. This pathway of dangerous ideas leads us away from a landscape shaped and defined by the prevailing normative discourses we’ve discussed in this book, to the world
of Mic’s (and so many other’s) imaginations.
I hope that when you read We need to traffic in dangerous ideas, your first
question was, Dangerous for whom? The answer is, Dangerous for the status quo; for
discourses and institutions that are dangerous to queer and trans people; and for anyone who
benefits from those discourses.
Imagining beyond what we know, questioning taken-for-granted certainties, and hoping audaciously require us to take risks that push us out
of our comfort zones—and may require personal sacrifices. Plan to make
them.
We need dangerous ideas to create and sustain Queertopia. Queer
theory-informed narrative therapy is one of those dangerous ideas. It
offers the possibility of transformational change. It cuts a trail peppered
with audacious hope toward newly imagined stories—as well as reclaimed stories of queerness. These stories center not on individual futures
but on “a collective futurity” (Tilsen & Nylund, 2010).
You can play it safe, or you can work to make the world safe. What
path will you take?

Notes
1.
2.

Mic is the 13-year-old non-binary young person you met in the
Introduction.
“Bathroom bill” is the term commonly used to refer to legislation
on access to public toilets based on gender. Some US states have
proposed bills to prohibit trans people from using the bathroom that
aligns with their gender identity.
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3.

4.

Duncan-Andrade (2009) articulates three types of false hope: hokey
hope, mythical hope, and hope deferred. Alternatively, he offers three
types of critical hope: material hope, Socratic hope, and audacious
hope.
For a comprehensive and frequently updated list of laws by state, go
to the Human Rights Campaign issues maps: https://www.hrc.org/
state-maps.

